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21 undisputed Leadership Act First Edition CoverAuthorJohn C. MaxwellCountryUnified StatesKielEnglishSubjectLeadershipGenreSelf-help-book Published1998 (Thomas Nelson)Pages256ISBN978-0-785-27431-27431-25OCLC124074806Dewey Decimal658.4/092LC ClassHD57.7.M3937 2007 The 21 Irrefutable Laws
of Leadership: Follow Them and People Will Follow You is a 1998 book by John C. Maxwell and publisher Thomas Nelson. [1] It is one of several books written by Maxwell about leadership. [2] It is the book for which he is best known. [3] The book was listed on The New York Times bestseller list in April 1999[4] after the
list was manipulated by the marketing company ResultSource by making it look like thousands of individuals had bought copies of 21 undeniable leadership laws, when in fact ResultSource had simply placed an order for the book in bulk. [5] More than one million copies of the book had been sold by 2015. [6] Christian
businessman John Faulkner was inspired by the discovery of the Christian business magazine TwoTen when he read 21 undeniable laws of leadership. [7] Professional basketball player Harrison Barnes read and spoke positively about the book. [8] Annie Grevers of Swimming World Magazine wrote about Maxwell's
book: It's tasteless, but ... It was good for me. [9] Los Angeles Times columnist Michael Hiltzik criticized Maxwell for being the insidious text of the book ... that external values have nothing to do with your failure, a claim that Hiltzik claims that studies have shown false. [10] John Maxwell Team mastermind groups have
evolved from the principles of this book. See also Autonomy's determination to empowerment Likes attract intuition journalism Mastermind insider Moral figure Openness Praise Positive psychology Body language reading Rapport Respect Trust Trends Investment Wu wei References ^ Maxwell 1998. sfn error: no target:
CITEREFMaxwell1998 (instruction) ^ Velotta, Richard N. (May 15, 2015). Shopping centre fairs are returning with renewed enthusiasm. Las Vegas review magazine. Retrieved August 31, 2015. ^ Martin, Mark (January 9, 2012). John Maxwell reveals five levels of leadership. Christian Broadcasting Network. Retrieved
August 31, 2015. ^ Corporate sellers of The New York Times. New York Times book review. April 11, 1999. Retrieved August 31, 2015. ^ Walker, Ken (January 20, 2015). Is buying a way on a bestseller list wrong? Christianity today. Retrieved August 31, 2015. ^ Potempa, Phil (March 12, 2015). The reader reminds us
that John C. Maxwell is the director of speaking. Northwest Indiana Times. Retrieved August 31, 2015. ^ Whitman, Sarah (September 1, 2012). TwoTen magazine aims to promote Christian principles in the workplace. Tampa Bay Times. Retrieved August 31, 2015. ^ Bazilian, Emma (January 30, 2014). NBA star creates
a spark on his popular Twitter Hunts: Golden State social media Savvy Harrison Barnes. Adweek, what are you? Retrieved August 31, 2015. ^ Grevers, Annie (August 24, 2015). Six types of team captain no one wants. Swimming World magazine. Retrieved August 31, 2015. ^ Hiltzik, Michael (October 7, 2014). More on
what makes 1% so damn lovely, written by one more courtier... Los Angeles Times. Retrieved August 31, 2015. Bibliography Maxwell, John C. (1998). 21 undisputed leadership laws: Follow them and people will follow you. ISBN 9780785274315. John C. Maxwell, there are 21 undisputed leadership laws that every
leader should up hold on to. 1. Cover law Your ability to determine your effectiveness, the height of your success, the limit of your vision, the influence of your influence. To overcome the law of the deck, you need to increase your ability to lead. 2. Act of Influence Influencing is an important part of leadership. You have to



work to gain influence. It's not a title or a managerial position, and you can't buy it. With influences, you can gather people for it, move people in a new direction, and you can win people over in the long run. 3. Process management is a lifelong process. LEADERSHIP IS DEVELOPED DAILY, NOT IN A DAY. - John C.
Maxwell in The 21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership Click To Tweet Leadership is a collection of skills that need continuous improvement, personal growth and learning. Leadership requires a lot of discipline and determination. It is important that leaders open up to improvements to start slowly and fight their way up. 4. The
Law of Navigation Leaders shall effectively navigate through life, while knowing that people depend on them. In order to give yourself the best chance of success, they are realistic. You have to stay focused and controlled. They have a solid vision of their destination. There's enough visibility to change course in time if
they want to. Get their way to their past failures and successes. Listen to what their team says. Don't make commitments lightly. Plan the course of their activities. The E. F. Hutton Leaders Act becomes true leaders because of their character, relationships, knowledge, experience, past successes and abilities. People
don't follow you because of your position. E. F. Hutton's law helps you figure out who the real manager of the room really is. To find a true leader, observe the reaction of the heads in the room when the real leader speaks. 6. The law of the leaders of solid soil shall communicate their character, illustrate their behaviour,
maintain their credibility and avoid violating the trust of their successors. When leaders make a mistake, they quickly have to admit it and Forgiveness. 7. 7. respect leaders who are stronger and better leaders than their followers tend to gain respect for. 8. Intuition Law The Law of Intuition is a complex part of leadership,
based on instinct, facts and other factors. Leaders working with the Intuition Act are able to sense the situation, read people and themselves, use their intuition to achieve their goals and solve problems. 9. The Law of Magnetism The Law of Magnetism says who you are is the one you attract. Leaders who follow this law
are able to attract people with the same characteristics as them. They attract people with the same attitude, the same generation and background, the same values, life experiences and abilities. Character allows for trust. And trust makes it possible to lead. - John C. Maxwell 21 undisputed leadership law click tweet 10.
Contact managers who follow this law touch people emotionally, know how to communicate with people, connect with them, and show that they care. The more managers work to connect with their employees, the more employees are loyal and show a strong work ethic. 11. Insider law People in the manager's inner
circle determine the potential of the manager. Leaders understand that they cannot be a lonely ranger and acknowledge the purpose and strengths of the inner circle. 12. Act of Empowerment Successful and safe leaders empower and believe in their team. Those who do not create an obstacle that their employees
cannot overcome. 13. Reproductive Law The Reproductive Code works in a way where only leaders are able to develop leaders and teach them what they know. Some leaders do not develop other leaders because they do not have time or because they have their own insecurities. 14. People's Purchasing Act buys
executives with vision. If they don't like a leader or a vision, they get another leader. If the leader is credible, people believe that the vision is also credible. 15. Leaders who comply with this law refuse defeat, dedicate themselves to profit and find a way to achieve success. 16. The law of big leaders understands that in
order to create change, they need to create momentum. Momentum is contagious, improves performance and makes the leader look good. 17. Law of Priorities Leaders spend their time prioritizing and recognize that more does not mean success. They use the Pareto principle and three RS (claim, refund, reward). 18.
The Sacrifice Act Sometimes leaders have to sacrifice themselves to succeed and gain opportunities. The higher you climb the ladder, the more you have to sacrifice. 19. Act of Timing Successful leaders read situations, identify when to lead and when to act correctly at the right time. 20. The Law of Explosive Growth
Potential it's hard to find and attract, but leaders who develop other leaders multiply growth in their organization. 21. The Succession Directors Act, which leaves the succession leader in his or her mind tomorrow, makes the development of other leaders part of the culture, sacrifices for future success and moves the
torch forward. Review 21 undeniable leadership laws: Follow them and People Follow is easy to read in the leadership development book. John C. Maxwell makes 21 undeniable leadership laws: Follow them and people follow list 21 leadership laws to help people improve themselves and their organization. These laws
are a general basis for every area of your life. They can be learned, be separately, they can have serious consequences, they can be practiced on a daily basis. Maxwell has spent most of his life in management. Yes, he entertains us with unusual, historical and adventurous examples that everyone can relate to. Finally,
he encourages leaders to learn and apply what they learn. Tell me below what you think of this book! Favorite quotes Leadership is complicated. It has many aspects: respect, experience, emotional strength, people's skills, discipline, vision, momentum, timing – the list goes on. As you can see, many of the factors that
occur in management are intangible. That's why leaders demand so much spice to be effective. The good news is, your leadership ability is not static. No matter where you start, you can get better. The manager finds the dream, and then the people. People find a leader and then a dream. MANY TODAY WANT TO
CLIMB UP THE CORPORATE LADDER BECAUSE THEY BELIEVE THAT FREEDOM AND POWER ARE THE REWARDS EXPECTED AT THE TOP. WHAT THEY DON'T UNDERSTAND IS THAT THE TRUE NATURE OF LEADERSHIP IS SACRIFICE. Reviews 4/5 Author John C. Maxwell Maxwell
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